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Letter from the Editor
Dear Friends,
The Christmas trees, Hanukah bushes, angels and dreidels are put away—the noisemakers are silent. Memories of merry times spent with family and friends are still fresh in
our minds. The holiday glow is still shining in and through us. It is a new year—2017 is here.
If you add those numbers, 2+0+1+7, the total is 10—it’s bound to be a year filled with
perfect 10s.
I was thinking about numbers. I know, some of you are probably wondering why numbers,
when I am a word person. Well, some numbers have homonyms that are words: one—won;
two—to, too; four—for, fore; eight—ate; nine—nein. Numbers—and words about numbers—
are interesting. For example, when we go to the deli or DMV and there’s a line, we take a
number and wait for it to be called. When our number is up, we go forward and place our
order, or renew our driver’s license. If someone in the mafia were to say our number is up,
we would move backward—and quickly. A word or phrase can have a number of meanings.
How kind we are reflects the kind of person we are. We can peer into a peer group and see
their values. We can take a rest and see what the rest decide. We can train our minds to
keep our train of thought focused and create a picture perfect result.
Speaking of picture perfect, there are paint by number kits that assure a perfect picture.
Some members, like President-elect Gena Royal, don’t need paint by number kits; Gena
creates from an inner inspiration. Other members, like knitter Joan Miller, use numbers to
count stitches, and they need to choose the right needle number. Musicians, like President
Kathryn Pacelli, recognize the significance of numbers when reading music.
Numbers are helpful in other areas—like measuring the booth spaces at the recent Gala
Gift Show and upcoming Gala Garden Show. Our membership number has been steadily
increasing. The income and expense numbers from one year are used for determining the
budget for the next year.
It’s January, 2017—the beginning of a new calendar year. Although this is not the beginning
of a Soroptimist year, soon the club will be ramping up for it. Next month a Nominating
Committee will be formed and will be seeking members to run for board positions. Like the
captain and crew who invite passengers on board, the Nominating Committee will invite
members on board.
Have you ever considered being on the board? It’s not a lotto, but you’d have a lot of fun—
and it would be rewarding. Before you say nein to being asked for a board position, know it
is not too hard. You could be the fore of the group. Past members ate it up, and together we
all won.
Is your number up? Will you be called to be on the board? If so, don’t worry—there may not
be paint by number kits, but there are guidelines and resources. If you accept, you’ll get a
chance to help decide on the meat of our club and you’ll have a license to help drive us to
success. You’ll be one of the 10 who lead our club through a year of perfect 10s. As we put
our 10 digits together in a welcoming applaud of the new year, we recognize the number of
ways our participation adds to our Symphony of Service.

2+0+1+7=10
A perfect 10

We’re #1 /WON

Light and Love,
Kathy Purcell, Editor
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5th TUESDAY
A CHINESE NEW YEAR
January 31, 2017 / 6 p.m. / place TBA
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SAVE THE DATE

Note the phone number for our
MEDICAL LOAN CLOSET

504-0231

SOROPTIMIST MEETING DATES TO REMEMBER
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT

GIRLS OF THE MONTH
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NEW MLC CONTACT CARDS

GIRLS OF THE MONTH
Mikaela Dodson and Danica Miller
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A.I.M. High - Reach for the Stars Elementary & Middle School Committee
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2017 GALA GARDEN SHOW NEWS

January 27, 2017.
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END OF YEAR PARTY
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THE POWER OF SOCKS
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HOLIDAY JOY—MORE THAN A BANDAID
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THE GIFT WE GET WHEN GIVING
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ANTI-TRAFFICKING EVENT—Save the Date!
Thursday, February 2, 2017 at 12:15 p.m.
Speaker: Kathleen Morris and the WARM program.
Peninsula College Little Theatre
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DAY OF SERVICE
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USING THE WHOLE NUMBER
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FOOD BANK PROJECT
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EXPRESSIONS OF GRATITUDE
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PUBLIC AWARENESS
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Assistant Treasurer Kathy Cunha
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Member Colleen Blaier
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To the New Year

